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DUDE

The D.ang is searching for newHead ofDepartment. Photo Credit: D.angHEAD?
WHERE'S

MY

I ’d rather put a bullet in my head,” “I’vegot the ambition ofa snail,” “Pffffttt!?!”

Those were some of the answers from D.ang
teachers, when asked if they would be candidates for
Head of the English Department, ahead of the
January 31 Assemblée Générale.

That’s right, the D.ang has no Head or Deputy
Head after the AG ended without a single volunteer
putting their name forward for election. The
secretariat is currently handling all essential D.ang
business.

While the situation has previously arisen in other
department, it would appear to be an ignominious
first for the D.ang, one of the Mirail’s largest
departments. “It’s historical – it’s never happened
before,” said one longtime department member.

The AG also marked the end of outgoing
Department Head Marie Bouchet’s two year tenure,
amid flowers and hearty applause. (See Page 4)

Traditionally, a teacher is elected as Deputy Head
and serves two years in that position, working in
collaboration with the Head and gaining experience.
After two years the Deputy is voted in as Head of
Department and a new Deputy is elected. Though
the system is not set in stone, that was the case with
Prof. Bouchet.

The person expected to become the new Head of
Department was Prof. Zachary Baqué, the previous
Deputy. However Prof. Baqué was elected Deputy
only one year ago and he spent one semester of that
time at the University of Texas in Austin. He
effectively served just one semester as Deputy ahead
of January’s AG.

“I didn’t have enough experience,” Prof. Baqué said
recently, explaining why he was unready to take over

as Head ofDepartment, which he characterized as a
“very demanding” job.

Earlier in January he notified colleagues in the
D.ang that he would not seek, and would not
accept, the nomination for Department Head, nor
would he continue as Deputy. “I didn’t want to be
Deputy without a Head ofDepartment.”

So why doesn’t anyone want to be Head of
Department? Most teachers interviewed for this
article described a punishing job. “You have to
sacrifice your life for four years,” said the longtime
D.ang member.

Prof. Bouchet, outgoing Head of Department,
argued that it’s not so much the Head’s job that’s
getting harder, but that “reforms on both teaching
and research now impose a lot of extra tasks (mostly
paperwork and email) on all enseignants-chercheurs.”
“Fewer and fewer colleagues are willing to take the
extra work of chairing such a large department,” she
said.

Asked about the achievements of her term as Head
of Department she said “The biggest challenge was
[…] the new Licence LLCE,” which required, “new
organization, new syllabus, new UE, new schedules,”
and the new English Option system, which
according to Prof. Baqué, involved “an incredible
amount ofwork.”

“Of course there are a few kinks we need to fix for
next year in both LLCE and LANSAD," said Prof.
Bouchet, "but on the whole the change was so
profound and complicated that the results are not
too bad. I would give myself a B!”

Other D.ang members disagreed. Apparently Prof.
Bouchet is a tough act to follow. “Really fantastic,”
said Prof. Wendy Harding. She “served the
department brilliantly,” said another colleague, “No
one feels equal to it.” These comments were made

following the AG, at which no drinks were served.

One person very familiar with the type of situation
the D.ang now faces is Enrique Fraga, former Head
of the Spanish Department. Two years ago nobody
volunteered to head the Department, so Prof. Fraga
reluctantly agreed to, despite already having served
as Head of Department in the past. At the end of
his two year term, it was another two months before
somebody stepped up.

Prof. Fraga attributed this reluctance to the
increasing demands for research. “Since the reforms,
they want to know ‘What are these researchers
doing?’” he said, referring to such bodies such as the
Agence d’Evaluation de la Recherche et de
l’Enseignement Supérieur (AERES).

The demands of being Head of Department mean
“It’s very difficult - you have to give up on your
research,” said Prof. Fraga, who studies the teaching
of Spanish grammar. He believes his career has been
“held back” by his time as Head.

“It puts your career on pause,” was how Prof. Baqué
described taking on the role of Deputy. He said it
had been “hard to do research” on his new area of
focus: activist filmmaking in the 1960’s. “The
Ministry asks for more and more,” he said.

Prof. Bouchet, who specializes in Nabokov and 20th
and 21st century American literature and art,
managed to keep publishing papers and even put out
a book during her time as Head of Department. “It
did,” she said, “involve very few hours of sleep.”

Prof. Bouchet also noted that teachers can ask for a
“research sabbatical” when they become Head of
Department.

One Maître de Conférence, who did not wish to be
named, explained that Head of Department is a
difficult job no matter what career stage a teacher is
at. Younger teachers are often Maîtres de Conférences



Harrumph!
verb \h - 'r m(p)f\
intransitive verb
1: to clear the throat
in a pompous way
2: to comment
disapprovingly

e e

Hi,
Here are a few thoughts that sprang from last
issue's article about the Beach Boys and might
go into the next one. Dunno if anyone under
65 still gives the tiniest fuck about 60s music,
but still worth a try, I guess.
Have yourself a merry little Christmas (or a
big obnoxious one, whatever suits you most):
A Few Thoughts About The Beach Boys'
Alleged Misogyny “Good Vibrations” May
Not Be A Song About Female Masturbation.
SoWhat?
I felt a bit uneasy reading the article about the
Beach Boys and Madonna in The Mariner's
last issue. Basically, I understand the point the
writer tries to make and I mostly agree with
her, but I think she's really reading too much
into these songs, and also that it is a bit unfair
to pick on the Beach Boys in particular.
Indeed, if you take a closer look to Sixties
music, you will realize that nine pop songs out
of ten at the time talked about girls in the
same way “California Girls” or “Summer of
Love” did. (As for the use of “she” in “Little
Deuce Coupé”, I believe it is just a way to
express affection towards the car, which is a
common use of that pronoun.) And nobody
thought it was bad at the time: patriarchal
values were still running high, despite the
efforts of the budding feminist movement.
I would not want the reader to think I am
trying to defend this line of thought: I only
think it is unfair to blame the Beach Boys for
it. They were only following the spirit of the
times, not setting it; and they were not its
most nasty followers either. “Under My
Thumb” was not a song of theirs, was it? Even
the good little Beatles were not above it: have
you ever noticed the “tit tit tit tit tit” chorus in
the background in “Girl”? Or, even more
blatant, the “I'd rather see you dead, little girl /
Than to be with another man” in “Run for
Your Life”? Yes, that kind of pop music was

silly and degrading for women, but what else
can you expect from teenage boys from that
time? (In fact, what else can you expect from
teenage boys, period?)

The Beach Boys themselves were certainly no
angels (heck, one of them was BFF with one
certain Charles Manson, although it was
before Manson's fame surpassed even the
band's), neither were they strong advocates of
women's rights. But it just was not the point
of their music. They were often stupid and
corny, and they have often be ridiculed as
“ughh surf girls surf cars fun fun surf”. This
apparent harmlessness may explain their
popularity among conservative people; but
there was more to them than that. In the late
1960s, they released their masterpiece, Pet
Sounds, a beautiful, well-thought album, with
masterful orchestrations, heavenly vocal
harmonies and somewhat deeper lyrics (you
already know “Wouldn't It Be Nice”, which
was one of the most beautiful love songs ever
written long before it became the soundtrack
to a silly commercial with old people in a
swimming-pool). But guess what? Pet Sounds
was a flop. Not misogynistic enough, I guess.

Note: the Beach Boys are not currently on
tour. Oh, there certainly exists some sort of
band which happens to perform on stage
under this moniker, but it is nothing more
than a cheap, bastardized form of the group,
only aimed at cashing on its past glories. Avoid
it at all costs.
-Julien Mansencal

We received this 100% real, 110% amazing
letter:

"Dear The Mariner Staff,
I read your letter to "Les Matelots" (not
underlined because it sucks real bad) and the

article that goes with it. I know no good
lawyer but I am a modern samurai (meaning
I've been doing martial arts for ages and
playing video games for even longer than that)
and therefore assure you that if any help is ever
needed in pushing away (kicking ass is meant)
thugs be they carrying baseball bats, then I
shall be glad to break a few bones, theirs rather
than mine, but I guess either would be
entertaining.

Take care, yours martial art-ly (get your minds
out of the gutter)
-Samurai-dude
TheMariner responds:
Dear Samurai-Dude,
We love you! You should email us. Really. . .you
shouldwrite for theMariner.

Dear colleagues,
In the issue #5 ofThe Mirail's Worst English
Newspaper I read your interesting article
about "rating our courses".
I can't resist temptation to give you the
following bibliographic reference:
Marie-Jean Sauret : La folie évaluation – Les
nouvelles fabriques de la servitude (éditions Mille
et une nuits-2011).
Unfortunately, the book is to be read in french.
May I suggest that, in the next issue, You could
rate the evaluation system?
Go on with The Mariner!
Sincerely Yours,
Jean-Michel Court,
enseignant au département de musique
TheMariner responds: Agreed-see page 5. But
we'dargue that evaluation helps teachers. The
most basic evaluation is "Idon't understand."

and have their eye on doing the research necessary to
become full Professors.
Professors who are further into their careers, on the
other hand, have to direct theses and serve on juries,
which require extra work. In addition, older
Professors often have family responsibilities.
Prof. Vincent Latour observed that younger teachers
have been Head and Deputy in recent years. Older
teachers “aren’t keen” to take on the workload. It’s a
“low-reward job” he said.
Indeed, the Maître de Conférence argued that reforms
have made the Head of Department role a much
more managerial position, along the lines often seen
in British and American universities. The difference
is that British and American Heads of Department
usually have a layer of non-academic support staff

unheard of in France.
Division of responsibilities was a major topic of
discussion at the January AG. Prof. Aurèlie Guillain,
who quoted Bourdieu, was one of several who
suggested reducing the Department Head’s duties.
Interestingly, Anthony Vandaele, English student,
although only in L1, arrived at the same conclusion.
Every time you have a problem with your enrollment
or a question of administration, “they always say,
‘send an email to Marie Bouchet. ’” “We shouldn’t
have to do that,”Mr. Vandaele said.
“It can’t be [a] pleasant [job]” said student Rachel
Tanche. Friend Stephen King, (yes, really) described
the situation as “kinda weird.”
Talks with the President of the University about
redefining the role of Head of Department are

ongoing and Prof. Bouchet says “a lot of progress has
been made.”
No AG for the next attempted election has been
scheduled, and so far no candidate has emerged, but
eventually somebody will have to jump. Having no
Head “reflects badly on the Department –it sends
the wrong message,” said one teacher.

I observed in an interview with Prof. Baqué that,
while it’s very understandable that nobody wants the
job; at the same time it’s a little pathetic.
“It’s really weird,” he replied.

Want to Harrumph at the Editors?

Have something to say?
A corection?
Some hot gossip?
A dirty joke?

Sendus an email:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

DudeWhere's MyHead? Continuedfrom Page 1



Republican Party Reptiles

Name:

Ron Paul

State: Texas

Known For: ConspiracyTheories,

Anti-War

Simpsons Character: The One-

ArmedMilitary Surplus Guy

Policy: No taxes for anybody! Gold!

L ike a drunk Engineering student at St. Pierre on
Friday night, dropping his pants and struggling

over and over to pull them back up again, America’s
Republican Party primaries have been a sad, hilarious
and thoroughly entertaining spectacle to watch.
Watch is the word, because much of the action in the
primaries -the state by state contest to challenge
Obama for the presidency on November 6- has played
out during the debates, held in front of large, noisy
crowds ofRepublican partisans.
The Mariner has watched all but one of the televised
Republican debates. That’s 19 debates, or roughly
27,000 references to cutting taxes, 8000 calls to bomb
Iran. We do it because we care.
Displaying that peculiarly American mixture of
saccharine and pornography, the debates this season
have veered from solemn confessions of country-
loving, God-fearing, and
family-believing-in; to
casual advocacy of
extremist policies of
shocking moral and
economic violence. (Not
to mention good old
regular violence. )
Targets of passionate
booing by debate
audiences so far this
campaign: gay soldiers,
Mexico, not racist
stereotyping, having “a
heart,” the Golden Rule
–yes, thatGolden Rule.
Wild cheering has greeted the following: killing,
executions, letting people die when they can’t pay for a
doctor, attacking the “Elite media,” child labor, civil
war, calling Obama a baby killer and of course, cutting
taxes.
If you thought George W. Bush was fun, meet the new
extreme Republican Party. It is partly the product of
Bush’s clear failures, partly to the paroxysm of craziness
that always follow the election of a Democratic
president and partly it’s the natural progression of a
generation-long rightward shift starting with Ronald
Reagan or even before.
That the Republican Party is intellectually and morally
bankrupt, and dominated by superstition, xenophobia,
resentment and hatred of science is an open secret, but
any sane Republicans have either left the party
or are too pussy to say it in public, for fear of
being sent to political Siberia; the media,
meanwhile, long ago fell victim to battered-
wife syndrome, believing each time is the last
time they’ll get hit. Extremists in the party –i.e.
almost everyone who will vote in the
primaries- now demand such uncompromising
adherence to purity that nobody who has
actually governed in the real world has a shot
at winning.
The result is the Republican primary field this year has
been dominated by hypocrites, incompetents, fanatics,
criminals and just plain weirdos. After a number
dropped out, four candidates remain: Newt Gingrich,
Ron Paul, Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum.
Newt Gingrich is the boss! Named after a lizard, Newt
was Speaker of the House of Representatives in the
90’s, and was cheating on his second wife while
simultaneously impeaching Bill Clinton for getting
blown by Monica Lewinsky. He has a habit of
divorcing women when they get sick (cancer, multiple
sclerosis), but has attributed his cheating to “how
passionately I felt about this country!” He became a

conservative hero when he led the Republican takeover
of the House in 1994, partly by mastering the use of
language for maximum Pavlovian response. He’s still a
pro today. His breathtaking combination of hypocrisy
and hot-button vocabulary during the debates has been
the best thing about the primaries so far.
Although a complete political whore, Gingrich likes to
present himself as a deep-thinking intellectual. But to
quote New York Times’ Paul Krugman, Newt’s “a
stupid man’s idea of what a smart person sounds like.”
At his best, when Gingrich spits his language of
resentment at an audience of Republican fanatics, it’s
like throwing a live chicken into a pool full of hungry
alligators. He makes the outrageous claims that the
spectators at the Coliseum want to hear, but other
candidates are afraid to make, like calling Obama a
“socialist”, an “infanticide” and a “food-stamp

president” When this
“family values”
Republican was asked
about his second wife’s
claim he wanted an
open marriage, Newt
displayed his giant
balls of steel by
unleashing an attack
on the “Liberal Elite
media” that got the
loudest most frenzied
applause of the season.
Two days later he won
the South Carolina
primary in a landslide.

Physically resembling the Michelin man, Newt is the
most, corrupt, clownish and pompous of any of the
remaining candidates. As such he would be a fitting
nominee for the Republican Party. Unfortunately, he’s
one of the biggest assholes on the planet and even half
his own party hates his guts, so he’ll never win. But if
he did, it might mean war, but it sure would be fun.
Current second in the race is former Pennsylvania
Senator Rick Santorum. Mr. Ultra-Catholic, he’s like
the nerdy kid at school with no friends that you take
pity on and decide to talk to. Then when you get to
know him you learn that he likes to torture cats for fun.
He’s an anti-abortion, anti-contraception(!),
homophobe, who sidelines in bomb-Iran hysteria. He
infamously creeped out a female journalist by

comparing homosexuality to “man-on-
dog" sex. In response one gay activist
carried out the greatest Google-bomb in
history: successfully defining “santorum” as
“the frothy mixture of lube and fecal
matter that is sometimes the by-product of
anal sex.” A moron and a joke, his
emergence as a contender –he won in Iowa
and 5 other states- is proof of the
extremism of the Republicans this cycle.
Ron Paul is a “libertarian” which, simply

put, is the ideology that reassures white, middle class,
20-year-old male, university students that their success
in life is entirely the result of their own talents. A little
like your crazy old grandpa, Paul is the most interesting
of the candidates, policy-wise, and maybe the strangest
from a French perspective, because he doesn’t fit into
preconceived left-right ideas.
The best thing about Paul is he’s strongly anti-war and
in favor of closing American military bases around the
globe. In this sense he is far to the left ofObama and is
the object of ridicule amongst “serious” Republicans.
Santorum, for example, who has never met a war he
didn’t like, gets comically agitated whenever Ron Paul

Name:

NewtGingrich

State: Georgia

Known For: Clownish"Intellectual"

Simpsons Character: Mayor

Quimby

Policy: Tax cuts for the rich! Bomb

everybody! Moon base!

Name:

Rick

Santorum

State:

Pennsylvania

Known For: GayHating

Simpsons Character: Ned Flanders

Policy: Tax cuts for the rich! Bomb

Iran!

Name: Mitt Romney

State: Massachusetts

Known For: BeingRich/Fake

Simpsons Character: Mr. Burns

Policy: Tax cuts for the rich (me)!

Politics

Photo: Tom ofFinland
Mitt Romney seeking the respect ofRepublican voters.

by Paul Scanlan

The Reptiles:

Rick
Santorum's
like the
nerdy kid
who likes
to torture
cats.

Conservative Lizard Brain on Full Display in Insane Republican Primary Debates



Commemorate the End of an Era
Preserve your memories of the
time when the D.ang had
someone in charge with the
Mariner Mint's Marie Bouchet
Commemorative Gold Coin.
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starts talking about NOT bombing Iran.
The worst thing about Ron Paul is his wacko plan
to eliminate income tax and dismantle half the
government because it’s unconstitutional. He also
has some strange ideas about linking the dollar to
gold. Oh, yes…and he’s a closet racist who hangs
around with some very unpleasant conspiracy nuts.
Finally there’s Mitt Romney. The first thing you
need to know is that Romney will be the nominee.
This has been known for approximately 3 years,
except for a brief interlude in August-September
between Texas Governor Rick Perry launching his
campaign and opening his mouth, revealing himself
to be dumber than dirt. Why will Romney win the
nomination? Money. The in US Presidential
politics, the candidate with the most cash will
always, always win.
Unfortunately Romney suffers from one massive
drawback: he’s an empty, plastic tool.
Everyone knows that most politicians will change
positions or say anything to get elected. But most
also have a sense, if not exactly of shame, but of the
limits of plausibility of their political identity. Too

big a transformation simply won’t be believable.
Romney doesn’t have this problem. He so clearly
stands for nothing but getting himself elected, he
will literally be anything people want him to be to
win. Thus he has gone from being a moderate
governor of liberal Massachusetts to his present
incarnation as a “severe” conservative.
Before going into politics, Romney made an

estimated $250
million fortune
in business.
The only thing
that cracks his
“Gee-whiz”

exterior for a moment is the suggestion that he pay
a little more than 15% tax on his $20 million annual
income. His subtext of his response is clear: “Back
the fuck away from my money”
His hollow, nihilistic, rich-guy campaign is fine for
the party elite; but in a Republican Party dominated
by identity politics, it’s clear to the party base that
Mitt Romney is not one of them and therefore
can’t be trusted. It’s in his look, his talk, his past, his

Mormon religion. Sure, Romney can say the words,
but, unlike when Newt or Santorum speak,
Republican voters can’t feel the hate. They know he’s
a fraud. This has forced Romney to spend countless
millions of dollars attacking his enemies and
revealing him as weak ahead of the contest against
Obama.
The result of the Republicans’ plunge into insanity
is that Obama will probably win. Romney will pivot
during the general election to become Mr.
Reasonable Businessman. It won’t work. The
American electorate can tolerate crazy, it can forgive
hypocrisy, but there is one thing that it will never
elect: a loser. Romney will win the primary, but the
popular perception that he is exactly that will
condemn him to defeat. The shame of it is that
Obama has been such a failure; he will win a re-
election he does not deserve.

Republican Party Reptiles Continued from Page 3

Unfortunately
Romney’s an

empty, plastic tool.

CHECKOUTLINKS &VIDEOS AT

http://themarinernews.wordpress.com/

Upon request, the Mariner
Commemorative Coin wil l no
longer contain Marie Bouchet's
image, but wil l , presumably,
feature the Mariner's emblematic
ship on both sides, at least until
Mariner etchers finish their
portrait of the new interim
Engl ish Department Head
Xavier Cervantes



Hammer, Sickle
and.. . . . . lightning
bolt? Half a
swastika? Is there
something we're
missing here? What
does it mean? Screw
up? Crazy person? If
you know tell us.

The Christmas
present is a nice
touch.

Despite it all,
keeping the holiday
cheer!

Don't disagree. But
hey, why not in
English? If you want
to hear our take on
the DSK case, check
back on our blog
posts from last year.
We had a few things
to say about him;
assholes like BHL,
Jack Lang and Eva
Joly who think the
law shouldn't apply
to powerful people;
and the French
media who thought
it was fine to print
the accuser's name,
but not pics ofDSK
in handcuffs.

Who's sexist? DSK? -Absolutely.
Melissa Midwest? -We'll leave to others questions ofwhether porno victimizes or
empowers. But Melissa Midwest is apparently a successful businesswoman. Let's call her
not sexist (although she does perfom with a faceless man she calls "Stunt Cock", which
seems a little degrading to him.)
The Mariner?We don't think so. We consider ourselves proud feminists.Was our
billboard sexist? You tell us.

Haters gonna hate.

God French People!
. . .You really have to
stop using lower-case
"i's" in the middle of
capital letters.
VIOLEUR, not
ViOLEUR. It's ugly!

The billboard we placed outside the Mirail metro exit to

announce our December issue was defaced within a day of

putting it up. We don't knowwho did it, but we're happy with

the results. It looks way cooler.

Unfortunately, we're not completely sure what the message was,

or whether the person/people who tagged the billboard

understood us. Ifyou did this or knowwho did, let's get in

touch. We'd love to hear from you. Seriously. We could even

interview you or print your response

Mariner Billboard Vastly Improved by Tagging
"Why Didn'tWeThink ofThat?", Editors AskThemselves

I n the last issue, we asked our student
readers to fill in evaluations for their

courses. We consider this to be an
important step in improving the
university and making it easier for
teachers and administrators to respond to
the needs of their students. We gave the
students forms to fill in and simple
instructions, and so placed the future of
their education in their hands.

Out of a possible 5000 evaluations, we
received 22. For the 13 students that
responded, thank you; you give us hope
for the future. For the rest: This is why
you have nothing. And for the student
enrolled in ANBOOBS... .

The evaluations we did receive showed a
range of views and ideas, from reflexive

whining to constructive criticism, written
in responses ranging from one word to a
short novella. Teachers were often praised
(yes teachers, we DO actually like you,)
though there were also some pretty simple
recommendations for how to improve.

Generally: the instructors are often
“enthusiastic,” and also good at “moti-
vating” the students. Some were praised
for their “availability” and willingness “to
help students outside of class,” while
others “were not involved in their class,” or
seemed to “lack effort.” The request that
teachers “speak louder” showed up on two
different evaluations. There were
additional comments about the course
materials and the methods of evaluation,
and how they might be adapted to fit the
students' changing needs.

It’s hard to draw precise conclusions from
the somewhat limited data set, but deep
down we’re still convinced that D.ang
students are both concerned and mature
enough to evaluate their academic
experiences, in an effort to help the
department faculty understand them
better. We’re also still committed to
passing the original forms on to the head
of the department.. . whoever that might
turn out to be.

This Is WhyWe Have Nothing

Teachers, please remember:

If your students don't
know your name, there's a
problem.

The Results of the Mariner Student Evaluations
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A few months ago, it was the “Rentrée des Ecoles
Doctorales.” On that occasion, I attended a lecture

by a Mirail faculty member, which was “something
exceptional” as Monique Martinez-Thomas the director of
ALLPHA pointed out. Usually, the university staff invites
professors from other universities to give lectures. This
time, we had the privilege to hear a professor from our
own university. The professor in question is Jean
Christophe Goddard, a leading professor at the
department of Philosophy. He gave an interesting lecture
on the theme “Sciences et Hybridation”. He outlined
major developments in epistemology and discussed the
idea of the “Grand Partage”. Briefly, his lecture pointed to
the limits of an exclusively Eurocentric perspective and to
the benefits of opening up to overseas’ perspectives. In his
conclusion, the philosopher admitted that the task is in
fact Herculean, because a change that constitutes a
challenge to deeply rooted concepts needs time to
materialize.
Besides that, Professor Goddard evoked the emergence of
post-colonial theories as a counter-movement to
Eurocentrism with the aim of exposing third world
perspectives. Roughly, this means that people who have
been studied as mere objects were giving their own views
of themselves. Now, what professor Goddard is attempting
to do is to make views meet and converse. He initiates a
movement working for the promotion of increased
interactions between scholars and students of all human
sciences. Concretely, it means that supervisors who adhere
to the movement would encourage their students to use
interdisciplinary approaches in their theses (masters and/or
doctorate). And that, the professors themselves would
apply such methods in their researches and also in the
courses they teach. Now, has this become a reality, or is it
just another good intention? It is not easy to say, but let’s
look at what is happening in the university.
I have no doubt professor Goddard practices what he
preaches. At the same time, I can argue, without being
pessimistic, that our own university is far from being an
example. Why do I make this assertion? Well, what I have
to say rests on my own observations. What are most
important in a university are the curriculum and the
faculty. In general, they are the two elements on which any
academic institution builds its reputation, because they
radiate its assets and its orientation. When we look at the
faculty, Iet’s face it now; we realize that it is almost
exclusively white and therefore doesn’t represent the
diversity which is stunningly obvious as regards the
student body. Le Mirail, as many French universities today,

has a considerable percentage of foreign students. French
universities need foreign students mainly for financial
reasons, and Le Mirail is no exception. So, my contention
is: a more diverse faculty must follow to redress the
imbalance. This can be done by diversifying and enriching
the curriculum. Proposing other courses and encouraging
foreign students to bring their inputs. That would benefit
both foreigners and nationals, because it would create an
atmosphere of mutual interest and understanding. Here
again, let me be clear! I am not arguing that the university
does not propose a diverse curriculum to its students. I am
just saying that it can do more and must do more because
of the aforementioned reasons. Now you must be asking:
why do you say this? Let’s take the English department
and see what is happening there.
The department is offering classes in British civilization,
American civilization, English and British literature,

Translation etc. This program, one can argue, is a definitely
diverse one. Nevertheless, I maintain that the department
can definitely do better because it already has the mediums
for it. One of them is translation. Why do instructors
never choose texts by non-Western authors for translation
classes? We have many excellent writers in third world
literature. Most students couldn’t name one writer who is
not European, even a famous one like Chinua Achebe
(English-Nigerian writer), or Leopold Senghor (French-
Senegalese poet and first president of Senegal) are
unknown to them. On the individual level, it is honest to
say, a few professors are doing a remarkable job. There is,
for example, Professor Fioupou who is teaching Wole
Soyinka (Nigerian author and 1986 Nobel prize winner in
literature). And, there is Professor Goethals, who has
joined the department very recently, and who is teaching
Commonwealth studies. These examples represent a good
move forward, but I think we should not stop there. Let’s
hope that in a near future Le Mirail and French
universities, in general, will be able to offer full classes on
African literature, at least. As for other departments, I do
not know much about them and what they are teaching
and will not say anything about them.
I believe that the situation of the world reflects our way of

thinking the other. Today, the logic of competition presides
over all human, international, and interstates relations.
Therefore, regionalism and nationalism are rising
everywhere because the other represents the threat and the
cause of every misfortune. There is growing distance and
division between people simply because we promote
competition rather than cooperation. I think that
institutions of learning should adopt policies that bring
people from different backgrounds and regions together.
We can no longer blame ignorance to justify our failure to
reach out to the other. Maybe, we can blame former
generations for what they did or did not do, but we shall
never forget that they did not have all the means of
communications that today’s generations have. The
difference between us and our forefathers is that we have
everything to know (the internet, TV channels from the
world over, etc.) and we are deliberately choosing to
remain ignorant. Let me finish by reminding us the
warnings ofChinua Achebe:
“Whether the rendezvous of separate histories will take
place in grand, harmonious converse or be fraught with
bitterness and acrimony will all depend on whether we
have learned to recognize one another’s presence and are
ready to accord human respect to every people.”

Bang! Bang! I shot you down.
I ’m a nostalgic kind of person, I refuse to

believe autumn is here, winter not far ahead.
I’m still living in the summer. This being said,
I’ve had a question on my mind readers, a
question that I am sure has been on your mind
as well young padawan, for it is a question of
the utmost importance in our society : what is
it with these bang boom blockbusters?

We all know the type : the Transformers, the
Fast and the Furious, the numerous “comics
turned to film” type movies, the list is endless.
We’re talking about major special effects, huge
budgets, and obviously a lot of bing bang
boom! I cannot emphasis enough this
exclamation point so I shall insist by repetition
and the use of cap-locks, BING BANG
BOOM! There it is…

And by George, eureka, I’ve got it! We live in
materialistic world, we all know this, nothing

enlightening there. Hell, if that was my
explanation I’d just tell you to go watch Fight
Club, Tyler Durden couldn’t have said it any
better: “The things you own end up owning
you.” Living in a post-modern world we are
rational beings, therefore we know that these
objects, these things have a power over us.

We begin to hate these things but in no way
could we do them any harm, they are a part of
us. Take my child but please, PLEASE for the
love ofgod leave me my iphone!
So why what does this have to do with a big
budget film? Where is the connection? What
are you on about? Stop with all this bullshit!
Get to the point! It’s all about freedom my
friend. We need to see the explosions; we need

to see the
violence
because it is all
direct to these
things that confine us
to our doldrum dull
lives. It is the destruction
of the same objects that we
are prisoners to. Once again Hollywood selling
us our dreams, selling us FREEDOM! The
price of freedom has really gone down
nowadays, but that is a different topic for a
different article.

Moral of the story, get in touch with your
primitive side, get naked, start a campfire, sing
a couple of songs, and stop spending your
money on this shit: we’re students don’t forget.
I’m not going to even tell you how many packs
of pasta you could buy from Lidl with the
€4,90 you just spent on your movie ticket.

Fac So White

Why do instructors never
choose texts by non-Western
authors for translation

classes?

Take my child but please,
PLEASE for the love of
god leave me my iphone!

Chinua Achebe would like a little more effort, please.

by Nikki

by Lamine Ndiaye



Nearly two months ago, Free Mobile became the
fourth mobile service provider in France. They offered
two simple plans for costumers to choose from; they
offered no smartphones at discounted prices; they didn’t
even bother with paid advertising. And yet they
brought the major mobile companies to their knees, and
changed the telecom game completely.

S ince the 1990s, the mobile service industry had
been dominated by three major providers: Orange,
SFR, and Bouygues. As demand for mobile
services increased and the technology unfolded,
these three companies grew into corporate giants,
each of them figuring among France’s 25
Wealthiest Corporations. To make themselves even
more comfortable during this period of growth, the
Big 3 started secretly sharing market and customer
data, as well as coördinating price increases, which
effectively stabilized their respective market shares
and guaranteed continued profits at the consumer’s
expense. It was also illegal. The three were fined a
total of 534 million euros in 2005 for screwing us
so hard that they broke the law.

Cut to 2011. The Big 3 are still under constant
watch of the Autorité de régulation des
communications électroniques et des postes (ARCEP),
the governing body of the telecommunications
industry, though this does nothing to prevent them
from “ripping us off,” and treating us as “cash-
cows,” according to Free’s charismatic founder,
Xavier Niel.

Niel, the CEO of Iliad, the parent company of
Free, is an ex-pornographer and something of an
amateur showman - he owns half of both Le
Monde and the rights to the song “My Way.” But
he does know how to shake up the technology
market - his Free internet provider took off in
2002 (when Orange’s Wanadoo service was fined
10.35 million euros and forced to offer non-
abusive wholesale prices of their network,) and his
conception of the Freebox, a model combining
internet, phone, and television services, has become
the industry standard in France. Customers of Free
became great champions of his revolutionary ideas
(and prices), starting websites proselytizing the
rogue company’s values and came to be known as
Freenauts. With a nationwide networks of both
wireless internet and support, one can only wonder
what took so long?

First of all, the cost of the license is enormous. Free
ended up paying 240 million euros just for the
right to establish its network, a price so steep that
it has, until now, effectively precluded any real
competition. The sum is arrived at by auction,
though when Free easily won the bidding in 2007,
the governing body decided to restrict the payment
options, removing the possibility of Free paying in
installments, and annulling the bid. When a new
bidding process opened in 2009, Free again won it
handily at 206 million euros, though Orange’s
France Telecom rattled its cage loudly enough for
the price again to be raised.

But the prohibitive price of the license wasn't the
only hurdle Free had to surmount. French
politicians harrumphed about Free, the way they
harrumph about anything changing in any way.
Éric Besson, France’s Minister of Industry, Energy

and the Digital economy, claimed early on that
Free was paying an unfairly low price for its licence,
a statement he retracted after being disproved. He’s
currently insisting that the ARCEP reinspect the
entirety of Free’s network, even though it was
validated as recently as mid-December, 2011. (It
might also be worth noting that Mr. Besson was
managing director of Vivendi Foundation from
1996 to 2001. Vivendi owns SFR.)

On January 25th, Niel was also called in to a
hearing in front of the Commission of Economic
Affairs, where he was made to defend his business
and explain the principles of competition to the
commission’s deputies (they were concerned about
how Free would affect the other three providers.)
The Freenauts’ sites are abuzz with discussion
about how the same government struggling to
reverse the plummeting buying power and quality
of life of its citizens was seeming to balk at a
chance ofmoving in the right direction.

Free also took a hit in the established media.
Dominique Seux of France Inter radio announced
that the mobile market in France is already over-
saturated, insinuating there was no place for
another competitor. Nor was anything nice said on
TF1 or Canal+, which are owned by Bouygues and
Vivendi (SFR) respectively.

It was Niel’s chief competitors who were, in the
end, the most ridiculously outspoken. “The
deployment of a fourth 3G mobile network is
physically impossible,” claimed Martin Bouygues,
CEO of his namesake company. “We can’t add any
more antennas, it’s unfeasible. [A fourth network]
seems to me a bit of a fantasy.” When the ARCEP
finally agreed to sell the license to Free, Bouygues
responded the he “didn’t buy a chateau to have
gypsies sleep on the lawn.” Jean-Bernard Lévy,
President of Vivendi (SFR) added that “it’s the
patrimony of the state that we’re selling off.” Lévy
also assured the nation that “a fourth operator, if it
has national coverage, will not be able to lower
rates,” and that “there is already a price war: they
are already among the lowest in Europe.”

While the British pay on average 274 euros per
year for their mobile service and the Germans
manage to pay only 181 euros, the French pay a
whopping 392 euros per year, effectively the most
expensive service in Europe.

Consumer rights group CLCV (la Confédération
de la Consommation, du Logement et du Cadre de
Vie) estimates that the major operators work with
a Gross Profit Margin of 30 to 40%, and the
website of the Financial Times places these in them
in the 50-55% range. To put this in perspective, the
technology world’s luxury-chouchou Apple only
turns a 45% margin, while the established name
brand cheese Président’s listing comes in at less
than 15%. It’s normal that a company charges more
than just to cover its costs, but the example of the
telecommunications industry is extreme - Wired
Magazine reminds us that it costs a carrier as much
to send an sms as it does not to send it. (Yes, an
sms costs them nothing.)

So where does all this money go? The Big 3 offer
an army of boutiques, which are focused on the sale

of new contracts, and refer customer inquiries
and complaints to telephone hot-lines. They also
all sponsor major sports teams and competitions
- every call you make on Bouygues’ network helps
pay for their Tour de France team, while on SFR
you help fund the Olympique Lyonnais. But by
far the most diabolical use of your money is in
their misleading advertising. A year ago, when
the Value-Added Tax (TVA) increased for the
major operators, they didn’t hesitate to pass the
higher prices on to their customers. This rise in
fees, however, gave the customers the right to
cancel their contracts under the Loi Chatel,
without even having to return their iPhones, etc.,
which many had received for as little as one euro
with the contract. When the cancellations started
coming in, the companies made a grand about-
face: they changed their policies and agreed to
swallow the small TVA hike, keeping their
customers locked into their suffocating contracts,
and then took out countless full-page ads
explaining that this was an act of pure selflessness
and done out of consideration for their
customers. No one made a fuss about this, in part
because all the details of these legal mechanisms
are hidden away in nebulous contracts and fine
print. Until now France has had no alternative.

The basic plan with Free costs 24 euros. A year.
That gives you a couple text messages a day and a
few calls per week, if you go over that, it’s not
that much more expensive (any sms after the 60
included is only 0.01 euro - the others average
10x that.) If you want the unlimited plan
(unlimited calls to 40+ countries/unlimited text
messages/data) that’s under 20 euros per month.
(The data usage does has a limit, though it’s 3x
greater than the ‘unlimited’ plans of the others.)
If you’re a subscriber to Freebox, their internet
service, the plans are even cheaper. And there's
no contract to sign. These are the clearest,
simplest, and least expensive plans in France.

In spite of all the resistance, from both the self-
protective competition and the foot-dragging
state, in the two months since its introduction
over 1.5 million people have been wooed by the
alternative to the extortionate practices of the
three major companies and have signed up for
Free Mobile. Orange, SFR, and Bouygues are
losing thousands of customers each day, but that’s
understandable seeing as they’ve been screwing
us for so long. While they’ve already started
lowering their prices, they remain on average
more than twice as expensive as what Free
charges for comparable usage.

It’s taken a while, but the revolution has finally
begun.

The Free Revolution

The Telecom Bureau ofThe Mariner

Mobile Service for the 99%

by CaseyHeagerty



Armando's Feel-GoodMoment:

I have nothing
interesting to write

about this month but
that can't prevent me
from writing my
column. Must we only
speak when we have

something meaningful to say? Do we have to
write only when we have something breathtaking
inmind? I say, “Nay.”
Since the beginning of 2012, I’ve been bummed
out because the Mariner was constantly being
postponed. I wasn't the only one expecting the
new issue and some students asked me if I knew
the reason for the sudden silence of the satirical
newspaper. First I realized that writing with a
pen name didn't seem to make me as anonymous

as I had expected. Then I mused that although I
had no clue about it, it wouldn't stop me from
answering. The first reason that came to my
mind for the undetermined hiatus was a split
between the editors over “artistic differences.”
Weeks passed by, so I had time to think of new
answers. I explained that the Mariner is attached
to the English Department at the Mirail which
works like a bee hive. So as the Queen bee
resigned, the Mariner vanished at the same time.
I didn't get a lot ofsmiles out ofthis joke because
nobody knows that the English Department lost
his head. Finally I told a more absurd reason. I
spread the rumor that the Mariner is now
available only on iTunes. It is both a gesture for
the environment since our computers run on
electricity from nuclear power plants and it also

helps our personal finances since Apple
generously gives us 1 cent out ofthe 99 cents that
an issue oftheMariner nowcosts.
All I want to say is that often reality is boring, so I
suggest you dress it up a little to put a smile on
your friends’ faces. I strongly advise you to use the
same principal during your exams. Ifyou have no
clue what to say for a dissertation question such
as: In Romeo and Juliet Act V scene 3; is there a
double entendre when Juliet refers to her lethal
weapon as a "happy dagger?" Or the more classic:
does Romeo and Juliet provide a good
demonstration that faking your own death can
lead to bad consequences? Anyhoo, if you are
stuck don't give up: try your luck with your best
transvestite answer.

Dress Up YourThoughts

The Mariner is edited in a hidden backroom office

attached to the English library of the Mirail by

Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan. The Mariner's

masthead was designed by the very talented Florent

Guth, and other contributors are credited as they

appear. The Mariner would also like to thank Dave

Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus that

helped in the creation ofthe Mariner.

Contact the Mariner at:

the.mariner.news@gmail. com

Read the Mariner online at:

themarinernews.wordpress. com

Follow ourmovements at:

facebook. com/themarinernews
and onTwitter:
@themarinernews

WHAT IF YOU WERE

ALREADY A MARINER

WITHOUT KNOWING IT?

OR CONTACT US: the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Meet the Mariner !

Want to be part of the
Mariner team? We're hiring!
Find out how you can help us,
or just say "hi."

Tuesday, March 20, 2pm
at the English Foyer

MEET THE MARINER TUESDAY MARCH 20, 2PM FOYER




